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It feels good to be a Southeast
Neighbor this year. The Amazon
Creek Headwaters have been
preserved and we are focused on
building community and improving the quality of life for
everyone in our neighborhood.
It is an ideal time to get involved
and I hope you will join us.
There are five events coming up
that I want you to know about.
Tugman Park Work Party:
Join us to plant 12 new trees on
the north end of the park (north
of the restroom), Saturday, February 21 from 10am to 1pm.
Tugman Park.

Safe Routes to School Community Meeting for the
Southeast Neighborhood:
Help to improve the active
transportation options for families in the Southeast region,
Wednesday, February 25,
5:30pm-7:00pm. Spencer Butte
Middle School, 500 East 43rd
Ave.
Southeast Eugene 4J Parents Meeting: A gathering of
PTOs, PTAs, Parent Councils,
and other parent led organizations supporting 4J students in
SE Eugene, Wednesday, February 25, 7:00pm-9:00pm. Camas
Ridge Elementary School, 1150
East 29th Ave.

by Heather Sielicki

Wildfire Exercise: How
would our neighborhood respond if the South Hills caught
on fire? Help to discover our
community strengths and weaknesses and help make Southeast
Eugene stronger and better prepared for emergencies, Saturday, February 28, 10:00am to
1:00pm. Hilyard Center, 2580
Hilyard St.
Southeast Neighborhood
Spring Meeting: Our spring
meeting will have a gardening
theme. Come early with a bowl
and fork for salad potluck for
join us at 7:00pm for the meeting. Tuesday, March 10.
(Continued on page 3)

Debbie Hebert, At-Large

The purpose of the printed
“Southeast Neighbors News” is to
distribute information to Southeast Neighbors members and to
provide a forum for free expression of opinions by members on
issues of interest to the neighborhood. Advocacy positions may be
included in the newsletter in an
editorial format. The newsletter
shall clearly indicate editorial
material and guarantee space for
timely printing of differing viewpoints.
Southeast Neighbors also publishes a twice monthly electronic
newsletter to send alerts if there is
danger in the neighborhood, and
to share events, opportunities and
news. Subscribe at southeastneighbors.org.

Amazon Headwater s Keystone Saved
As you probably know, the 20year old struggle to purchase
the Amazon Headwaters is almost over. The City of Eugene
has purchased two lots adjacent
to the Ridgeline Trail from
Canyon Way off of Martin to
Fox Hollow. The Be Noble
foundation has purchased the
third lot that starts at the end of
West Amazon and Martin
streets.
Many thanks go to all who have
worked to make this vision
come true during the last two
decades; writing letters, attending public hearings, going doorto-door, passing out flyers,
gathering signatures and signing
petitions, sharing information

online, and attending meetings.
This has truly been a community effort.
However, there is business left
undone. We still owe the Law
Offices of Charlie Tebbutt
$36,589.33 beyond what has
been generously donated. Because this might seem like a
daunting amount of money to
raise, I would like to share a
little history about Spencer's
Butte. In 1937, the city raised
six thousand dollars to prevent
it from being clear cut for grazing land. Over 1,000 people
gave between one penny and
$5. People were encouraged to
donate so that "future generations would be able to climb the

by Emily Fox

Butte fifty and one hundred
years from today." We are that
future generation of boys and
girls.
There are roughly 13,000 in
our neighborhood. If 365 supporters donate $100 each, our
debt would be paid and we could
go back to the business of working together to maintain and
improve the quality of life in our
neighborhood. Please help us by
contributing what you can online
at be-noble.org or in person at
our March meeting.Thank you.
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Cell Tower Proposal On Hold —Neighbors
Organize Opposition

The conditional use permit
application remains on hold
and no hearing has been scheduled yet.

by William Collinge

AT&T has proposed to erect a cell tower at the intersection of West Amazon Drive and Fox Hollow
Road on the property of Crossfire Ministries. This has been a topic of great interest among many residents of Southeast Eugene. The application is currently on hold with the Eugene City Planning Department. The next steps of the process are as follows: (1) March 13th is the deadline for AT&T to complete
submission of all application materials. (2) An independent third party technical review of the application
will then be conducted by the Center for Municipal Solutions. (3) City planning staff will consider that
review, the application itself, and material from opponents of siting a tower at the proposed location.
They will then prepare a report recommending approval or denial. (4) A public hearing will then be
scheduled to review all evidence including the staff report and public testimony. (5) After the hearing the
hearings officer will make a decision to approve or deny the application. (Of course appeals are possible
after any decision.)
The Southeast Neighbors Board has sent a letter to the Mayor and City Council asking that the code be
revised to better balance the concerns of impacted neighbors with the demands for mobile communication . A
neighborhood opposition group, Friends of Amazon Creek (info: www.FriendsofAmazonCreek.org) has
organized around the issue. 

Southeast Neighbor s Char ter Update

by Heather Sielicki

The Crest Drive Citizens Association, which will soon be known as the Southwest Hills Neighborhood
Association, and the Southeast Neighbors Board have voted in favor of changing our neighborhood
boundaries so that Willamette Ave becomes the boundary between the two neighborhood organizations
Current Geographic Boundary
The Association encompasses the area bounded by the intersection of Willamette
Street and 29th Avenue, east on 29th Avenue to Amazon Parkway, south to East 30th
Avenue, and the Eugene city limits to the east. From there, the boundary follows the
city limits to the south. From there, the boundary follows the city limits west to the
western city limits and thence north, until the city limits meet 40th Avenue. From that
point, the boundary follows 40th Avenue east to Dinsmore, north to 39th Avenue,
east along 39th Avenue to Willamette Street and north on Willamette to 29th Avenue.
Proposed Geographic Boundary
The Southeast Neighborhood encompasses that area bounded by the intersection of
Willamette Street and 29th Avenue, east on 29th Avenue to Amazon Parkway, south
to East 30th Avenue and the Eugene city limits to the east. From there the boundary
follows the city limits south to their intersection with Willamette Street, then north
along Willamette Street north to the intersection with 29th Ave.

The SEN board voted unanimously to approve the proposal.
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A charter revision and neighborhood vote accepting the revision, followed
by a city council vote agreeing to the change, will be required to move this forward. Southeast Neighbors
members will have the chance to discuss this change and to vote on it at the March meeting.
Also included in the revised charter is a rule to allow for electronic voting. We feel that this will allow us
to move more quickly on collective actions or decisions that can not wait until the next board meeting.
A copy of the proposed charter, along with past approved charters, can be viewed at southeastneighbors.org and will be available in paper at the March meeting. 
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Southeast Neighbors 2015 Continued
(Continued from page 1)



6:00pm to 8:30pm.Good Samaritan Society, 3500 Hilyard
St.



We have a few neighborhood
projects we are considering
pursuing if there are enough
interested volunteers such as:


Neighborhood Gardener
Food Sharing Program








Rexius Trail Walking
Group
Planning and Development
Training Workshop
Southeast Neighbors Silent
Auction Fundraiser
Local Artist Show and Sale
Southeast Neighbors Picnic
Map Your Neighborhood
City Block Preparedness
Program
School Food Drives

On The Council Agenda
In the near future the City
Council will be making decisions with lasting consequences
for the city.
 Whether, and where, to

expand the Urban Growth
Boundary. Possible consequences include destruction of agricultural land,
expenses for infrastructure, and increased need
for services, such as police
protection for a larger
area.
 We will also be consider-

ing a possible levy for library funding. If/when
we put the question on the
ballot, should the proposal
include restoring, and pos-

sibly adding, hours for the
downtown library, restoring hours at the two
branches, and adding
branches, with a southwest
branch being suggested as a
top priority? Do you
think, as I do, that southeast Eugene needs a branch
library?
Next month we will be discussing funding for park maintenance. The park bond funds can
be used only for land acquisition, not for maintenance. Possible solutions for libraries and
parks include special districts
with their own taxing authorities and their own boards.

We will plant 12 new trees. All
the plantings will be on the
north end of the park (north of
the restroom): 6 in the natural






Recycling Collection Events
Eugene Celebration Parade
Neighborhood Entry
Community Movie Series
Amazon Creek Headwaters
Trail Improvements

We have so many possibilities
and opportunities in this beautiful and interesting corner of the
city. Let us know how you want
to be involved in 2015. 

There are many opportunities
to make meaningful connections with people and learn
about how government works
by volunteering with a
neighborhood association.

by Betty Taylor

your opinions and the reasons for
them to councilors, the mayor,
and your neighborhood association. I hope to see many of you at
the next Southeast Neighborhood
meeting in March.
I know that there is great concern
about the cell tower proposal for
the church on West Amazon. The
City Council has no role in the
decision. Nor can we retroactively change the conditions for
approval. I am sorry that I cannot
do more than wish for a good
outcome.

“Do you think, as I
do, that southeast
Eugene needs a
branch library?”

Contact Betty Taylor, Ward 2
Councilor at (541) 338-9947 or
betty.l.taylor@ci.eugene.or.us.


It is important that you express

Tugman Park Work Par ty
Southeast Neighbors next work
party at Tugman Park is on
February 21 from 10am to 1pm.

by Heather Sielicki

area and 6 along the field on the
south side of the paved path.
Park staff has chosen native
species since they are more
drought tolerant and will fit
better with the nearby natural
area. Eugene Park Stewards

by David Saul

provide tools, instruction,
gloves and snacks.
Contact carrie.l.karl@ci.eugene.or.us or
call 541.510.4040 to RSVP or
for more information. 
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Southeast Neighbor s Sur vey Com pleted
Southeast Neighbors is always
interested in learning more
about what is important to its
residents.

In 2014, more than 300 people attended the Southeast
Neighbors Picnic and Festi-

“When asked what
people like most about
the neighborhood, the
largest number of
responses indicated
that trees, nature, or
green space was
important.“

A survey for residents who live,
work, or own property in the
southeast area was developed
over the summer, and responses
to the survey were collected
from neighbors through the end
of 2014.
The questionnaire primarily
focused on what people like
about the southeast neighborhood; opinions about the most
important neighborhood issues
and interests; projects and social
activities people would like to
see sponsored; and educational
workshops residents would like
to see held.
63 people responded to the survey online, and 52 more provided responses in person-toperson contacts, for a total of
115 respondents.
While the survey is not statistically representative of our
neighborhood, it does provide a
sampling of residents who were
interested in completing the
survey after it was publicized
through Southeast Neighbors
communications as well as at
neighborhood meetings and
events.

Location was frequently mentioned as a positive characteristic
of the southeast neighborhood.
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What People Like About
The Neighborhood
When asked what people like
most about the neighborhood,
the largest number of responses
indicated that trees, nature, or
green space was important.
Close behind was the quiet and

peaceful aspect of the neighborhood; as well as liking the
neighbors (including their
friendliness). Location
(including the neighborhood’s
closeness to city and nature,
access to trails, ease of biking/
walking to many places) was
also frequently mentioned as a
positive characteristic of the
southeast neighborhood.
Safety is Key Issue
Of all the topics neighbors mentioned that they wanted to be
informed about, first was Safety- including about changes in
disaster plans, crime alerts,
street safety, and emergency
information about water problems, fire, and other disasters.
Construction events
(development/land use/road
work) followed close behind
safety, after which environmental matters were reported
(including news about the Amazon headwaters, park upkeep,
sustainability, and loss of vegetation).
Southeast Neighbors Care
About Gardening
For educational workshops,
gardening was the most mentioned topic. Examples of content that was specified in this
area were controlling tree
growth, selecting native plants,
community gardening, composting, organic gardening, and
growing food.
Emergency Preparedness
Emergency preparedness was
the next most mentioned topic
of interest, followed by work-

by Leonard Epstein

shops involving ecological interest and sustainable living
(examples of which included
recycling information, eco
building, environmental stewardship, affordable solar energy,
and permaculture).
Building Community
In response to the question of
what social activities Southeast
Neighbors should sponsor, by
far the most frequent response
was food events (such as picnics,
pot lucks, BBQ, a dessert social). The next most commonly
reported activities were block
parties, group outings (including
walks, field trips, bike rides,
family-friendly hikes), and helping and checking on neighbors in
need (such as by mowing lawns,
checking during freezing
weather, leaf cleanup for the
elderly, and emergency networking).
Neighborhood Projects
Asked what neighborhood projects Southeast Neighbors should
sponsor, the greatest number of
responses involved beautification, nature restoration, and
park maintenance (some specific
responses included here were
trail maintenance, cleanup projects like Amazon creek and city
streets, habitat/stream restoration, and public art). Gardening
was also often mentioned as a
desirable neighborhood project
for sponsorship (responses including landscaping, community
gardening, garden sharing, and
(Continued on page 5)
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Southeast Neighbor s Sur vey Com pleted Continued
(Continued from page 4)

planting trees and vegetables in
public spaces); and some overlap in these two categories is
evident, with responses like
landscaping and planting trees
also providing beautification.
Neighborhood Association
Representation
The most frequently specified
area about which respondents
wanted Southeast Neighbors to
represent neighborhood interests involved development matters. Some examples of responses in this area were concerns about open space,
“preservation”, having a balance
between open space and development, zoning, keeping our
neighborhood “less dense”, and
“no student housing or big box
buildings”.
Issues related to safety were
mentioned almost as frequently
as development, with some
specifics like crime, traffic
calming/safety, and child
safety/crosswalks being indicated.
Ecological Concerns
Ecological concerns, which also
may overlap with development

(and several reported
“livability”) concerns, was also
frequently mentioned. Responses in this area included
protecting and having a “clean
environment”, stopping pesticide spraying, care and restoration of Amazon creek and its
tributaries, trail and park maintenance, water and air quality,
solar power generation, and
sustainable practices.
Several people mentioned cell
towers and electromagnetic
field levels in this part of the
survey, and one could also categorize this as an ecological concern.
Community Participation
Next, survey respondents were
asked to specify what issues
they wanted themselves to be
organized around in order to
address neighborhood interests.
There was commonality in this
area to the type of responses
given to the survey’s previous
question. Most frequently mentioned were safety/crime prevention (some specific responses including emergency
preparedness, safety for children at cross-walks, decreasing
graffiti, speeding problems,
neighborhood watch), ecologi-

cal preservation (e.g., protecting the watershed, habitat,
trees; loss of trees/plants; erosion; air pollution; concerns
about electromagnetic field
safety), and development
(examples of responses including “develop in urban core vs.
here”, new building, “property
right infringement”,
“construction that will uglify
and increase car traffic”, preventing development in watershed areas, and sustainable development).
Finally, it can be noted the surveyors were interested in how
neighbors first learned about
Southeast Neighbors. By far
the greatest number of respondents said that they were first
informed by mailings
(newsletter/postcard). Word
of mouth was second and was
followed by online methods
(Website/Facebook/Twitter).
Thanks to all of you who completed the survey. We are always interested in input from
our neighbors, and this can be
done by writing us at our website, southeastneighbors.org, or
by calling (541) 782-8736 to
speak with a board representative. 

Gardening workshops were the
most requested type of educational programming for the
neighborhood.

“The most
frequently
mentioned issues
that Southeast
Neighbors should be
organizing around
was safety/crime
prevention.”

In 2014, the SE Eugene
Community Emergency
Response Team participated
in an Emergency Kit Campstove Cook-Off to help raise
awareness of the importance
of a 72-hour kit.

What Do Neighborhood Associations Do?
Did you miss the City Club
broadcast about Neighborhood
Associations in January? Listen
and learn how neighbors from
associations across Eugene gather

to raise, work through, and resolve issues that affect our community. Heather Sielicki represents Southeast Neighbors on the
panel.

Check out cityclubofeugene.org
for links to all archived audio
programs. Past programs are also
available at the Eugene Public
Library. 
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West Coast Dog & Cat Rescue Needs Volunteer s
Can you spare a few hours to
help a four-legged friend find a
forever home? West Coast Dog
and Cat Rescue (WDDC) is in
need of volunteers.
West Coast Dog and Cat Rescue
(WDDC) is an all-volunteer nonprofit organization.

Hours are flexible, and
the opportunities are diverse,
including fun events, fostering,
fundraising, animal care and
cleaning, helping with adop-

tions, and more.
You can visit our adoptable pets
and fill out a volunteer application in South Eugene at
PetSmart on 2858 Willamette
Street; apply online at westcoastdogandcat.org or email us
at westcoastvolunteer@gmail.com.

With the support of community
members like you, WCDC has
found homes for over 1,700
homeless, special-needs, neglected, abandoned or senior
pets since 2007. Brighten your
life by helping brighten theirs!
WCDC is an all-volunteer nonprofit organization. Thank
you! 

Chemotee Trails Development Proposal
“Neighbors expressed
concerns about several
issues including: the
grade of the site, traffic
and access to future
housing, protections for
existing neighbors,
storm water and waste
water sewers and
ground water flow in
heavy rains. “

On January 27, about a dozen
near neighbors from Southeast
Eugene met with developer
Tom Walters of Walters Custom Homes and Renee Clough
of Branch Engineering to discuss
Walters’ proposed “Chemotee
Trails” development. In 2006,
Mr. Walters purchased land
between West Amazon and Fox
Hollow roads with a eye to developing housing on the site.
Citing a “need for smaller houses
after the kids leave,” he envisions 2400 to 2700 square foot
houses. Walters says he hopes to

build eleven houses on lots of
ninety-five feet. He also wants
to preserve its natural diversity
by leaving a good portion of the
site undeveloped. Currently,
part of the land tends to become
saturated in the rainy season, so
a catchment pond area is
planned.
Neighbors expressed concerns
about several issues including:
the grade of the site, traffic and
access to future housing, protections for existing neighbors,
storm water and waste water

by Tarah Campi

by Lealan Swanson

sewers and ground water flow in
heavy rains. Historically, there
are a number of old horse trails
which were used before streets
and automobiles arrived in the
area. Pointing out that
“Chemotee” is the original Indian name for Spencer Butte,
Walters and Clough said they
are preparing initial applications
for the development.
They said that the earliest they
could possibly expect actual
building will be in 2016. 

Eugene Association of Realtor s Placemaker Grant
The National Association of
Realtors (NAR) offers grant
funding for small, community
projects to enhance public
spaces called Placemaker
Grants.
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Every community has a variety
of public spaces, some of which
may be unused or underused
because of safety concerns or
because they have deteriorated.

all of which can be improved to
increase their usage and usefulness and to strengthen and enrich a community. You can help
by identifying a public place and
developing its positive potential
so that whole community can
benefit.
The Eugene Association of Realtors is looking for ideas for
neighborhood projects that can

succeed with one of these $500
– $2,500 grants, awarded semiannually.
Applications must be received by Friday, March 27th,
2015. For more details, contact
Betsy Schultz at 541.520.7997
or by email at
schultzllc@q.com. 
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Help Improve Air Quality In Eugene
From November through February, air quality in South
Eugene is usually the worst
inside Eugene city limits. This
degraded air quality is caused
by smoke from wood burning
in wood stoves and fire
places.The pollution can cause
health problems that we can all
help prevent.
The Lane Regional Air Protection Agency (LRAPA) would
like to remind Southeast
Neighbors to check the daily
home wood heating advisories
before lighting a fire. The advisory can be found at

www.lrapa.org and is also
available through their hotline
at 541-726-1930.
Please make sure that the opacity levels of the smoke from
your chimney remains transparent and easy to see through.
The smoke should be barely
visible at the outlet of your
chimney when you are using
dry wood and burning clean.
The Eugene ordinance allows
for up to 40% opacity, meaning
it should be fairly easy to see
through the smoke plume.
100% opacity means the smoke
plume is a solid color and one is

by Jo Niehaus

unable to see through the
plume. LRAPA also requests
that neighbors follow these
simple clean burning tips to
reduce their smoke output and
help keep the Southeast
Neighborhood air quality clean
and healthy!

Thank you for joining us in
our goal to ensure healthful
air quality for everyone. 

Use dry, seasoned wood.
Burn small, hot fires.
Don’t close the damper on
woodstoves.
Keep the thickness and density of your smoke low.

Have You Been Missing Out?

Limit use of the damper.
Dampering wastes wood,
produces air pollution, accumulates creosote, and yields
very little heat.

by Heather Sielicki

The Southeast Neighbors board made the decision last summer to
reduce the use of paper newsletters. In 2014, our communication
energy focused on our electronic means of communication, which
many neighbors told us they would prefer.
Twice monthly, we email an electronic
newsletter highlighting recent events,
Your neighborhood
news, alerts, and calendar items. Any
association has been
neighbor can submit items to it.
sending out
The electronic newsletter is archived
newsletters by email
online on our web site. We also use facefor 2-years and
book and twitter, actively posting about 1- maintaining an
2 times a week with time sensitive inforonline community
mation or reminders that can not wait until
calendar
our next newsletter.
These methods of communication are time
consuming for our volunteers but very low cost to you and the
neighbors. It is an easy way to stay informed about the community
in which we live or own a business and affordable to our association regardless of future budget cuts.
If you have an email address, please subscribe. We keep our communication concise and low volume.
If you can’t access the internet, the library can help in person on their computers or over the phone.
To have the information read to you, call a Reference Librarian at 541-682-5450 and tell them to go
to southeastneighbors.org - Newsletters - Electronic Newsletters for the latest communication. 
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c/o City of Eugene Neighborhood Program
99 West 10th Avenue

Phone: (541) 782-8736
E-mail: southeastneighbors@gmail.com
Web Site: southeastneighbors.org

Please Don’t Feed The Turkeys
Well-intentioned people sometimes feed turkeys without realizing the problems that feeding them can create:
(1) They could starve. When turkeys become habituated to eating feed supplied by humans, they learn to look for hand-outs instead of hunting their own natural foods. Cans of
cracked corn and bird seed don’t supply the nutrients found in a wild turkey’s natural diet.
If young turkeys grow up learning that food comes from humans, they don’t develop the
necessary skills to forage naturally.
(2) It can spread disease. Wild turkeys are subject to several diseases, including blackhead disease and avian pox. Infectious, contagious diseases can be spread among wild and
domestic birds. When turkeys congregate in your yard eating hand-outs, they’re walking
around in droppings and saliva that may cause an entire flock to become ill. Because turkeys
travel considerable distances and mingle with other flocks, a disease that starts in your yard
could spread across several counties fairly quickly.
Please don’t put the animals or your neighbors at risk by feeding wildlife. A wild turkey’s
natural place in the wild, and their ability to thrive depends on their skills in avoiding predators and a natural diet. For more information, For more information, visit ODFW’s web
page at www.dfw.state.or.us or call your local ODFW field office at 541-726-3515. 

The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals warns that
“feeding wildlife puts them at a greater
risk of predation and disease.”

